SOFT DRINKS
KEY INSIGHTS FROM OUR GREAT GREEN
SUSTAINABILITY STUDY

Impact launched a sustainability tracker in October 2019 and we
have recently completed the 4th wave of the study. The tracker
takes place twice a year in April and October and we speak to over
6,000 people, nationally representative of the UK 18+ population.
The study explores:
Consumer knowledge and awareness of environmental issues
Consumers' current behaviours and attitudes towards being ecofriendly
Influencers on consumers' attitudes and behaviours
Perceptions of some of the biggest brands (covering over 150
FMCG and retail brands) and familiarity with their initiatives
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INSIGHT

SUSTAINABILITY IS BECOMING INCREASINGLY IMPORTANT
When choosing a soft drinks brand, quality of product and value for money have been
consistently the most important factors over the last 2 years of research.
However, in this time we have also seen the importance of
sustainability increasing, driven especially by environmentalfriendliness, and it is now as important as price & promotions (which
has been on a decline since the beginning of this study).
It is this increasing consumer pressure (as well as governmental
targets) that is pushing soft drinks companies to seek innovative
ways of reducing their use of single use plastic. Soft drinks brands
need to continue focusing in the sustainability space in order to stay
competitive and be perceived positively by consumers.

Sustainability is 42% more important than it
was in October 2019

£

Price & promotions is 25% less important
than it was in October 2019
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INSIGHT

GET YOUR PACKAGING RIGHT AND SHOW HOW YOU'RE CUTTING DOWN
ON PLASTIC WASTE
Packaging is the most influential factor on how consumers perceive the sustainability of a
soft drinks brand, and should therefore be a priority area.

Consumers are most accepting of rPET, but PET is a good enough alternative, as long as it’s clear
the packaging is recyclable and how to dispose of it (76% want soft drinks brands to make it clearer on
packaging how to dispose of it).
Making claims about the plastic packaging can have a positive impact on consumer perceptions of
your brand. 52% of consumers mentioned they would feel more positive about a soft drinks brand
claiming to be tackling the plastic crisis, while 36% agreed they would feel more positive about a
soft drinks brand claiming 100% of their packaging is recyclable.
Packaging is the most
important influencer
of environmental
perceptions of soft
drinks
Packaging 28%
materials
Product
quality

Over half would feel
more positive about a
soft drinks brand
claiming ‘we are
committed to
tackling the plastics
crisis’
52%

Over a third would feel
more positive about a
soft drinks brand
claiming ‘100% of our
packaging is
recyclable’

Soft drinks brands
need to make it
clearer on pack how
to dispose of the
packaging

36%

26%
76%

Price
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INSIGHT

21%

% agree

REFILL STATIONS COULD WORK IF KEY CHALLENGES ARE OVERCOME
Supermarkets are trialling refill stations as a way to cut down on packaging, whereby
people bring their own container to the store to fill it up. This could be a potential
opportunity to reduce single-use plastic waste but consumers will require reassurance.

40% claim they would be likely to use refill stations for soft drinks (one of the lowest scores of all
categories tested), with about a third claiming they are unlikely to use them. Their main concerns
revolved around hygiene and mess – if solutions can be in place to avoid both of these challenges,
then refill stations could be an effective solution to reducing plastic packaging.
% likely to use refill stations for soft drinks
Top barriers:

Refill

40%

41% are concerned about hygiene/
cleanliness
30% are concerned about how
messy it will be

To hear more about our study and how we can help
you with your sustainability goals, please contact
Tom Gould, Head of Consumer on:
tom.gould@impactmr.com
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